Optical investigation of the electron transfer protein azurin-gold nanoparticle system.
The hybrid system obtained by conjugating the protein azurin, which is a very stable and well-described protein showing a unique interplay among its electron transfer and optical properties, with 20-nm sized gold nanoparticles has been investigated. Binding of azurin molecules to gold nanoparticle surface results in the red shift of the nanoparticle resonance plasmon band and in the quenching of the azurin single tryptophan fluorescence signal. These findings together with the estimate of the hydrodynamic radius of the composite, obtained by means of Dynamic Light Scattering, are consistent with the formation of a monolayer of protein molecules, with preserved natural folding, on nanoparticle surface. The fluorescence quenching of azurin bound molecules is explained by an energy transfer from protein to metal surface and it is discussed in terms of the involvement of the Az electron transfer route in the interaction of the protein with the nanoparticle.